
Mother Day Card        By Tanya Batrak 

!  

Materials Used: Chameleon Color Tones Deluxe Set; Chameleon Color Tones 30 Pens Set; 
Purple Grape (PR4) Color Tops; Warm Sunset (YO3) Color Tops; Spring Meadow (YG3) 
Color Tones; Yellow Mellow (YO2); two printed coloring flowers; 20x20 cm grey card 
base. 

Instructions: 

1. Color Wheel appeared to be useful 
while using the Color Tops. It’s not that 
it’ll show the exact color you will get 
by blending two Color Tones you’ve 
chosen. But you’ll find out what to 
expect at least. For example, by mixing 
different tones of violet and yellow you 
will get the colors from orange to light 
brown. 



2. I recommend to test some color blending for better result. After trying some pairs of 
colors, I chose to blend Mellow Yellow with Purple Grape, and Warm Sunset with 
Spring Meadow.  

3. Start to color the central flower. Pop a Warm Sunset Color Top on top of Spring 
Meadow Pen and blend two colors for 2 seconds.  

4. Outline each petal with Warm Sunset.  



5. Imitate stitching lines with white gel pen.  

6.  Start to color the leaves with Spring Meadow infusing the color before coloring for 2 
seconds.  



7. Color another row of petals blending Purple Grape and Mellow Yellow for 1 second. 
These petals are very short so you need the minimum blending time. Color the edges 
of the petals with Yellow Mellow without infusing the color. 

8. Color the next row of petals with Warm Sunset without infusing the color. And 
another row with Purple Grape infusing the color before coloring for 2 seconds. 



9. Color the row of leaves with Spring Meadow and then with Warm Sunset without 
infusing the color.  



10. Switch to the second coloring page and start to color the center of the flower with 
Warm Sunset Color Tops and Spring Meadow Color Tones pen blending the colors 
before coloring for 1 second. 

Color another row of petals blending Purple Grape and Mellow Yellow for 1 second. 



11.Cut out the flower center from the first coloring page and the colored part from the 
second coloring page. 

12.Foam mount all part and adhere them on a card base. Add a tag with the sentiment 
and two butterflies embossed on vellum with white embossing powder. 

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http://blog.chameleonpens.com, 
on the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Tanya’s blog at http://
tanyabatrak.com

http://www.chameleonpens.com

